techniques in both traditional or virtual (pedagogical and andragogical) settings to bring about learning (Osler & Waden, 2012b) .
Intentionality is in the philosophy of the human mind and in the discipline of "Cognitive Science" and "Folk Psychology" (which is more commonly known as "Commonsense Psychology"), "Intention" is defined as, "the human capacity to explain and predict the behavior and the mental state of other people" (Bratman, 1987) .
Educational Scientists need to develop inquiry into the arena of intentionality to determine the overall efficacy of their solutions from a measurement of the following:
1. "Purposive Content" (the subject matter area); 2."Purposive Capability" (the psychomotor domain); and lastly, 3 . "Purposive Knowledge" (the cognitive domain) based directly upon disposition (the affective domain-which determines the will, purpose, and reason behind the identified event).
Need for the Study: Identifying the Rationale for Intentionality Inquiry in the Field of Educational Science
In terms of need, the field of "Educational Science" requires a scalar measurement tool in the arena of intention that provides the Eduscientist with an ability to measure the overall efficacy of their espoused solution from the population that has experienced it. This innovative and novel methodology will provide invaluable information to the researcher (i.e. "Eduscientist') who is conducting inquiry in any variety of educational environments and arenas to improve the overall situation of the learner who is experiencing any manner of educational solutions and/or interventions. Thus, "Intentional Inquiry" is needed by the educational researcher to gather rich in-depth information regarding the learner in regards to their assertions in regards to the Eduscientist's purposive: content, capability, and knowledge.
Review of the Literature: Psychologically defining Intentionality and Intentional Actions
As stated in the introduction section of this paper "in the philosophy of the human mind and in the discipline of "Cognitive Science" and"Folk Psychology" (which is more commonly known as "Commonsense Psychology"), "Intention" is defined as, "the human capacity to explain and predict the behavior and the mental state of other people (Bratman, 1987) ". As a brain-based cognitive science, "Folk Psychology", therefore explains human behavior on the basis of mental states, including beliefs, desires, and intentions (Astington, 1993) , and (Perner, 1991) . It is important to note that "Intentional Actions" (also referred to as "Intentionality") is a "Mental Mechanism".
Mental mechanisms, including intention, explain behavior in that individuals are seen as actors who have desires and who attempt to achieve goals that are directed by beliefs. Thus, an intentional action is a function to accomplish a desired goal and is based on the belief that the course of action will satisfy a desire (Malle & Knobe, 1997).
There is also a theoretical distinction between "Intentionality" (also called "Intentional Actions"), and a mental state of intention for the future (Searle, 1983) .
Psychological researcher Searle (1983) labeled these as "intention-in-action" and "prior intention" respectively.
Prior intentions reflect forethought about intentions-inaction; prior intentions do not need to be carried out to be considered intentions. An unfulfilled intention is a prior intention that has no action associated with it (Searle, 1983 ). The research of Astington (1993) further outlined the connections between mental states (as the trifold connection between the three mental states of "desires", "beliefs", and "intentions") and actions carried out by an individual in order to reach a goal; these connections are referred to as the "Intentional Chain". The proposed connective chain is that desire causes intention, which causes action, which causes outcome. The Intentional Chain maps the linking of a desire to the satisfaction of a goal via the intermediary intention (Astington, 1993) .
The development of a deeper understanding of intention provides a filter for the groundbreaking research that led to the development of the "Intentionality Measurement Instrument" as a means of measuring intentionality.
Psychological research suggests that understanding intentions of others may be a prerequisite for a higher-level understanding of other people's minds or theory of mind (Blakemore & Decety, 2001 ). Theory of mind research attempts to map how children come to understand the mind as a representational device for the world (Lee, 1995) . This research has focused on the development of knowledge that others have beliefs, desires, and intentions that are different from one's own. This is the primary concept that grounds the event-based perspective scale of involvement that forms the basis for the IMI measurement scale. A basic ability of comprehension other people's intentions based on their actions is critical to the development of theory of mind (Lee, 1995) and this is also essential to the measurement of intentionality (Blakemore & Decety, 2001 ). The understanding of intention is thought to be pivotal in understanding social contexts in numerous ways. First, acquiring an understanding of intention is important for early childhood development, in that it helps children conceptualize how people and animals differ from objects. Much of behavior is caused by intentions, and understanding intentions helps to interpret these behaviors (Feinfield, Lee, Flavell, Green & Flavell, 1999) .
Intentions are integral to the development of an understanding of morality (Shantz, 1983 ).
Theoretical Framework of Intentionality that is the

Foundation of the Intentionality Measurement Instrument
The theoretical framework that forms the foundation for designated task or completing an explicit event for a specific purpose". In terms of an intentionality measurement scale this can be more accurately described as "the comprehensive measurement of the intentionality of a given "event", "experience", "exercise", "interaction", "assessment", and/or "outcome"in terms of "disposition" using the aforementioned "Intentionality Mathematically, the "Intentional Measurement Index" which is also a "modus metric" is both indicated and represented in the following manner:
(1) Index of Intentionality = (2) Index of Intentionality Notation = Where, the IMI Index of Intentionality is mathematically defined as follows:
(1) = The "Focus on the Index of Intentionality";where,
= "Focus on" which is an indicator of a "specified concentration on";and The word "Triostatistics" is a portmanteau of the terms:
"Triochotomous" and "Statistics"; that can also be referred to as "Triostat", "Advanced Trichometrics" or "The Science of Trichometry". More definitively Triostatistics is a branch of the science statistics that is the specific application of statistical methods, techniques, and strategies to a wide range of topics that concern the Tri-Squared Test. At the heart of this statistical discipline is the application of the 
Summary
The sample methodology previously illustrated as a sequential IMI structure provides a methodology of intentionality assessment that can be used in a variety of settings to determine the overall intent of a specified action or event. In terms of psychometric instrument testing, this is a methodology that can be applied in a variety of disciplines. The utility of the model is applicable rapidly due to its overall similarity to the concepts used in the correlation coefficient that has been universally applied in many fields and disciplines. As such, the intentionality metric can be immediately put use as needed.
Recommendations
The psychometric efficacy of the IMI as a statistical test will 
